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MarkeTech

Services Menu

I F DNTERNET INE INING

Traditional Net-Fare

State-Of-The-Art Net Haute Cuisine

Internet favorite dishes such as BLOGS, Web Demos, and Webcasts served up
in MarkeTech's usual robust portions

For trendy companies, MarkeTech's gastronomic Internet delicacies include
Podcasts, vlogs, and vPodcasts

MarkeTech's Iron Chefs cook up an exotic specialty for your company, with
mobisodes, SimBiz, and Pseudo-Websites

Cutting Edge Net-Feast

C FLASSIC AVORITESAPPETIZERS

PuPu Platter

Picker Upper

Sampler of MarkeTech's most popular business development products,
includi

A juice bar elixir, MarkeTech performs a makeover that infuses new vitality
into your existing business plan

Bountiful assortment of our Executive Chef's most tantilizing products, such as

ng news releases, BLOGs, op/ed pieces, and newsletters

feature articles, Pseudo-Websites, promotional selling, and speaking
engagements. . .hand-picked by Joan herself

Joan's Super Sampler

"Skewer" Your Competition

Sales Lead Development & Tracking

MarkeTech's offense and defense playbook leverages your strengths, magnifies
your competitors' weaknesses, and conveys to prospects your "value adds" and
competitive differentiation

Custom-crafted programs, through MarkeTech's skillful blend of real- and virtual-
world ingredients, dramatically spread your company and product messages

Sales lead monitoring pinpoints the optimal message and press/media mix to fill
your sales lead pipeline

Guerilla Marketing & Selling

Viral Marketing

Promotions-Based Selling

Let MarkeTech's in-house selling experts make you a sales pro with these time-
proven deal-winning strategies

"Give a little to make a lot" sales strategies MarkeTech implements to grow both
your company's bottom line and your customer-retention factor

B P SLUE LATE PECIALS

See Separate "Products Menu"

SPECIALITES
MDE LA AISON

"Stractical" Plan Development

"Zebra" Selling

Technology Adoption Life Cycle Selling

Thought Leadership Initiatives

Marketing IP

TM

TM

If business development strategies and tactics are good, then merging the two must be
even better! That's just what MarkeTech has done in its "stractical" plan process, which
enables your company to benefit from immediate tactical implementations, even while
your Master Plan is still in development

Based on newly-developed technology, MarkeTech's proprietary message response
methodologies exploit previously untapped sources of highly qualified sales leads.
Forget those useless "bingo" cards and rental lists! You now get inquiries directly from
the source -- your potential customers

Controversial concepts and world views are the "food for thought"
building blocks of a compelling thought leadership platform that
distinguishes you from competitors and brands you as a leader

The innovative IP-savvy staff at MarkeTech uses proven
programs to generate revenues from your IP portfolio

Geoff Moore's "Crossing the Chasm" has become the timeless authority on how to sell
products into mainstream markets, and MarkeTech still practices these principles when
helping companies like yours to maximize new product revenues

"Hurricane" Marketing

"Concurrent Marketing"

Customer Retention and Maintenance

Marketing to Investors

Philanthropic Initiatives

"Make-A-Difference" Initiatives

TM

TM

"Hurricane" uses MarkeTech's exclusive three-dimensional "Model-In-Motion" planning
tools to architect your company's Master Business Development Plan

MarkeTech ensures that marketing and sales plans are in lock step with engineering and
development phases to eliminate false starts and reduce product time to market

MarkeTech exploits its sales skills to implement programs that reinforce your customers'
original purchase decision, grow follow-on sales, and generate positive referrals for your
company

Relationship-marketing-in-action is MarkeTech's technique for helping convince
your targeted Venture Capitalists to "Show Your Start-Up The Money!"

Strategic charitable initiatives are newsworthy and draw attention to the human side of
your company

Me

Today's business-leadership trend of making a difference in the world around us is an
ideal platform for your company to adopt as to its new strategies, ideas, or technologies
that tackle issues such as global warming, pollution, "greening," poverty, health care,
etc. It's the NOW thing to be doing!

= MarkeTech Exclusive

"PRAdvertising"
TM

MarkeTech orchestrates your company's messages across both your PR and
advertising programs to guarantee consistent information to your customers

To drive home your company's competitive differentiation and leadership,
MarkeTech weaves a cogent market positioning and message platform into all of
your written and verbal communications

Pre-launch strategies and tactics deployed by MarkeTech maximize market
anticipation of your product announcement then, post-launch, grow follow-on
momentum that perpetuates customer demand

An instant credibility booster, especially for young organizations, MarkeTech's
awards programs garner industry recognition for your company and its products

MarkeTech's reputation for life-long relationships with top-notch journalists who
keep coming back for second helpings is founded on the firm's practice of
customizing its news about companies like yours to suit each editor's tastes

Market Positioning & Message Platform

Product Launches

Awards Programs

Press/Media Relations



CATERING

A M T ' P T A S E !DD ARKE ECH S ANACHE O NY PECIAL VENT

Customer Roundtables

Customers get in your face with thought-provoking feedback that meaningfully
challenges your current product development

Trusted VIP customers counsel you and help shape your company's business
development perspectives in periodic sounding-board meetings

Strength in numbers: A camp of loyal and dedicated partners/allies builds
critical mass required to fully realize your business development mission

A roadshow of one-on-one, face-to-face meetings that primes the pump for
positive and widespread news coverage about your company and its products.
The ink will then flow!

As part of the Press/Media Tour, MarkeTech's hand-picked analysts -- who are
routinely quoted -- receive influential messages about your company as leader
of the pack, to positively influence customer purchases

MarkeTech's fully integrated pre-show strategies and time-proven show floor
tactics guarantee qualified sales leads

MarkeTech gets your big guns on stage so that your company's messages are
imprinted on all attendees. Networking opportunities abound!

Delivering MarkeTech's compelling presentations -- with hands-on speaker
preparation -- elevates your execs' profiles as industry leaders

MarkeTech's recipe for consensus-building and bonding energizes key
personnel to be team players in realizing your busines

Customer Advisory Councils

Camp Marketing

Market Analyst Tours

Trade Shows

Seminars/Conferences

Press/Media Tours

Speaking Engagements

Off-Site Retreats

s goals

Counselor to Executives

Rely on MarkeTech's seasoned executives
as your confidential and impartial sounding
board for your ideas, issues, problems, etc.

E FXECUTIVE ARE

Crisis Management

Crisis situations mandate MarkeTech's 24x7x365 rapid response to proactively
mitigate any negative impact on your business

Seize the competitive advantage: spearhead industry standards that specify your
technology or intellectual property

Exploit MarkeTech's business development expertise across multiple disciplines to
mentor key personnel in one-on-one sessions, or to train groups in results-focused
boot camps

Mentoring/Training (All Disciplines)

Industry Standards Initiatives

"Star Power"

Authorship Programs

TM

By transforming your team's "diamonds-in-the-rough" into high-tech
celebs, MarkeTech polishes your company's image and reputation

A multiplicity of vehicles -- books, newsletters, columns, live chat sessions, blogs --
combined with publicity and promotional tours, confer guru status on your team's
stars, reinforcing your company's industry leadership
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